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Abstract 

 

Level: Master Thesis, School of Business and Economics, Linnaeus University, 15 Swedish 

credits, Syllabus 4FE02E, Spring 2011  

Authors: Anna Bergqvist & Louise Leinoff  

 

Tutor: Peter Caesar 

 

Date: May 31, 2011 

 

Title: Once you pop your customer will shop – A study about pop-up stores 

 

Background: E-commerce retailing is the most rapidly growing shopping mode and has 

quickly gained a huge market share. The increased growth rate means that the competition 

among online based companies is growing. Therefore the challenge faced is how to be unique 

on an extremely competitive market and being able to reach customers in a jungle of 

information and communication. By identifying barriers and weaknesses in the existing online 

sales mode, new complementary tools might be found which can help online based companies 

to stay competitive, meet customers’ demands and deliver exclusive experiences.  

 

Purpose: The purpose of this thesis is to describe the new phenomenon pop-up store and 

investigate if it could be a complementary tool for online based companies to help tackling 

limitations inherent in e-businesses. 

 

Methodology: In this study we conducted seven interviews with people that have been 

working with pop-up store concepts in some way. Two of the interviewees were consultants, 

one was a specialist on pop-up stores and the rest were Marketing Managers of well known 

Swedish companies.     

 

Conclusions: This study showed that the three most prominent limitations inherent with e-

business (lack of human interaction, communication, capture of visitors’ attention) could be 

overcome with a pop-up store. 

 

Proposals for future research: It would be interesting to further investigate, in connection to 

this study, how customers have perceived the concepts and if they think that a pop-up store 

could increase their knowledge about an online based company and enhance their willingness 

to purchase through the web 

Keywords: e-business, pop-up store, limitations with e-commerce, online trust, customer 

satisfaction, decision making, loyalty, experience 
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What is said about pop-up stores?! 

“Pop-up stores are becoming an 
overnight sensation”- Los Angeles Times 

―The latest trend in retailing: shops that open for a few days in a major city 

or a mall—and then are gone‖ – Businessweek.com  

 

“We’ve never seen anything like this before” – CEO of Podio (Danish Software company) 

 
“Pop-ups are an opportunity for both entrepreneurs and big brands to 
make some money without having to worry about the overhead of a five-
year lease” - Mike Kraus, retail consultant for allbusiness.com 
 
 

“Four days ago this was nothing; that wall 
didn’t exist” - Charles Gibb, president of Belvedere Vodka 

 
 
“The hippest bars, shops and clubs are gone before they can go out of fashion” – The Sunday 
Times 

 

"Pop-up stores can allow a brand to experiment and test, as well as get increment 

sales during peak shopping windows – Jim Joseph, president of Lippe Taylor 

 

"It's a great way to market your products or your 

real estate" – Christina Norsig, CEO of 

PopUpInsider.com 

 

"Since we're a Web-based business, we were looking to get more people to interact 

with the brand" – Jim Grumbine, founder of Faith and Fortune 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 Background 
As a result of development within  technical, economical and cultural forces e-retailing have 

become a revolutionary distribution channel that keeps on growing. E-retailing has the 

potential to change the traditional way of how people shop as well as the overall structure of 

the consumer goods and retail industries. To achieve this, e-businesses will need to offer 

benefits of superior quality to traditional channels, but there are still two big draw-backs that 

prevents this from happening; finding space and managing people on the internet.   

Due to the fact that the entry barriers are lower than within most physical businesses new 

companies enter the market every day which makes the competition extremely tough and 

strategic planning really important. The biggest question online manager have to answer is 

what ultimate role online shopping will have in relation to traditional sales. It is still unclear to 

which extent online sales channels will be used for everyday shopping and the relation 

between  offline and online channels (Kishore, 2009). 

According to the Swedish Retail Institute 73 percent of the investigated traders believe that 

the online sales will increase during the year of 2011. It is also estimated that the revenue of 

online sales will reach over 24 billion SEK, which would represent about 4.5 percent of the 

total sales in the retail industry (Swedish Retail Institute, 2011-04-03). E-commerce retailing 

is the most rapidly growing shopping mode and has quickly gained a huge market share, some 

researchers argue that internet eventually will replace the more traditional “brick-and-mortar” 

channel (Shim et al., 2000; Otto & Chung, 2001). 

There has also been a change in consumer behavior and people are not looking for just buying 

products anymore but rather an experience (Niehm et al., 2007). In order to meet these 

demands, companies have to learn how to design, sell and deliver experiences, as services and 

goods are becoming commoditized. The emerging economy has been defined as an 

Experience Economy, where retailers start to redefine their businesses as a source of 

memories, rather than goods and service providers (Mathwick et al., 2001). It is a question 

about how companies in the emerging economy are going to upgrade their offers in order to 

create a new type of value for their customers.  

Considering internet’s present growth rate, questions arise regarding the competition between 

traditional sales and online sales. Will the two compete directly with each other in the future 

or will they just complement each other? 
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The increased growth rate also means that the competition among online based companies is 

growing. Therefore the challenge faced is how to be unique in an extremely competitive 

market and being able to reach customers in a jungle of information and communication. 

1.2 Problematisation 
Consumers are increasingly getting overwhelmed with different choices and alternatives when 

it comes to products and brands which also make the competition tougher among different 

sales channels.  The variety of information does also affect customers’ evaluation and in many 

cases lead to confusion and sometimes even worse the customer leaves the particular 

environment (Saren, 2011). 

Customers are flexible. They know what they want, when they want it and how they want it 

and the only way of meeting this demand is through offering multiple channels (Pookulangara 

et al., 2011). Ling et al., (2010) also argue that online retailers must understand customers’ 

shopping behavior, so customers’ online purchase intention will be maximized and lead to 

increased online sales.  

Although e-commerce as a shopping mode is growing quickly there are still barriers and 

weaknesses in just offering an online purchase alternative. It might be hard for online based 

companies to capture the visitor’s attention and meet the increased demand of flexibility since 

they have a limited tool box to work with.  

What makes people hesitate when it comes to online shopping? “Since consumers may be 

apprehensive about buying something they cannot see, touch or feel, trust is a key to 

overcome the barriers of internet shopping” (Salo & Karjaluoto, 2007, pp. 604) When 

customers have given feedback to online businesses a couple of the issues have been 

technical, such as security and privacy, but also a couple non-technical, for example the lack 

of human interaction and the delivery time. Customers’ perceptions about online shopping are 

that it is more risky and therefore trust plays an important role in an online environment.  

By identifying barriers and weaknesses in the existing online sales mode, new complementary 

tools might be found which can help online based companies to stay competitive, meet 

customers’ demands and deliver exclusive experiences.  

More and more retailers offer their customers multiple channels where they can shop; a 

combination of physical stores, catalogues, web sites and call centers. This has also been 

shown in research as a very successful strategy. It has also shown that retailers that operate in 
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both the electronic environment as well as in the physical world have improved their customer 

relationships and also enhanced their promotional exposure (Doherty & Ellis-Chadwick, 

2010). Is it possible to combine the best of two worlds in order to find a more dominant and 

competitive strategy for online based companies?  

A pop-up store is temporary and give brands and designers the opportunity to show their 

products during a limited time before the store close down or move somewhere else. At this 

moment it is known that this is an efficient way of marketing a brand or a store and could also 

be a good way of creating a new demand for older collections that have not been sold out yet.  

These mobile stores combine traditional store sales with outdoor events (Kim et al., 2009; 

Niehm et al., 2007) The questions are; Could this combination result in a unique shopping 

experience and could a pop-up store capture peoples’ attention and make them more secure 

in their future purchases on the internet?  

The thought behind pop-up stores is simple, if products can come and go why cannot stores? 

The limited time and the exclusivity that is involved with a pop-up store, pushes the consumer 

to make a faster decision which fits the new way of living in a fast moving economy.  

Is the implementation of a pop-up store the answer to the changing trends in consumer 

behavior? Does it give brands the opportunity to meet this demand in form of creating a 

unique shopping experience, standing out in the flow of information and finally increase 

trustworthiness?   

Customers demand high-quality products, they seek satisfaction and they also want a good 

relationship with their supplier. The previous demands are especially important on the internet 

since a better alternative could be just a click away (Ling et al., 2010; So & Sculli, 2002; 

Srinivasan et al., 2002). 

1.3 Purpose  
The purpose of this thesis is to describe the new phenomenon pop-up store and investigate if 

it could be a complementary tool for online based companies to help tackling limitations 

inherent in e-businesses. 
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2. Theoretical framework 

2.1 Theoretical overview  
 

Figure 1.Theoretical overview 

Online sales                       Traditional sales  
                                                                                      (Brick and Mortar)  

 

   

    

 

Limitations/Barriers                Advantages/Opportunities 

  

 

2.2 Limitations with e-commerce 
E-commerce has seemed to be beneficial for a long time and have also contributed to a new 

shopping experience for consumers, but some downsides have been identified as well. Five 

limitations with e-commerce are (1) the lack of physical contact (human interaction) (2) the 

communication is different, since it is often just one way (web site to consumer) (3) it is hard 

to capture the visitors attention because of all the options, (4) all the information floating 

around has made the quality to customers worse (5) online users are more technically oriented 

than the general population, which make them ultimate for some technical products but not so 

much for mainstream products (Chi Lin, 2003). The above mentioned limitations are also 

confirmed by Cox & Dale (2001). One of the biggest challenges though is still the adjustment 

from going to physical stores to buy off the internet. Going to a physical store is viewed as a 

social pleasure and an experience in itself in people’s lives (Chi Lin, 2003). 

 
 

 

   Pop-up Retail E-business 
   Complement? 
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2.3 Areas affected by the limitations 

2.3.1 Customer decision making  

One of the phases customers have to go through when they want to buy a product/service is 

the purchase decision stage, where alternatives must be evaluated and a choice must be made.  

A purchase decision is influenced by the characteristics of the buyer, including cultural, 

social, personal and psychological features. The buyers decision is also made upon five 

stages; new recognition, information search, information evaluation, purchase decision and 

post-purchase evaluation (Chi Lin, 2003).  

Shim et al. (2000) point out that making product information easily available is an important 

competitive tool that directly can affect sales. Further Shim et al. (2000) argue that shoppers 

tend to search for information on the internet to evaluate alternatives but the final purchase is 

taking place at a physical store.  

Due to the fact that there is no limitation regarding physical space when it comes to product 

display in online shopping environments, products do not need shelf space which enables 

online vendors to offer huge numbers of product alternatives all in the same place. This is 

often seen as a desirable situation from a customer perspective, since many people want to 

have a lot to choose from. Although this might sound like a perfect situation, it can also cause 

problems for customers (Häuble & Trifts, 2000).   

According to Häuble & Trifts (2000) consumers have a limited cognitive resource which 

makes it more or less impossible for them to process huge amount of information and 

alternatives that is given in an online shopping environment. Häuble & Trifts therefore argue 

that it is important to provide the customers with help to effectively manage the large amount 

of information and to find a tool that can facilitate the procedure to process all the 

information.  

Otto & Chung (2001) also argue for other things that can complicate the decision making 

process for online shoppers. Due to the fact that there is no face-to-face contact between the 

buyer and the seller, the communication will be based entirely on electronic information 

exchange and both parties will be missing out on things like voice pitch and body language 

which can give important information. Face-to-face interaction also gives the buyer a chance 

to get personal service by human interaction. Another aspect is the non-physical interaction 

with the products. The customers are not able to touch and feel the product they want to buy 
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and physically examine it. For many people this is an important factor which gives traditional 

stores advantages (Otto & Chung, 2001). 

2.3.2 Trust and e-commerce 

Trust is a key ingredient since it influences consumers activities and thereby the success of an 

e-business (Corbitt et al., 2003; Ha & Stoel, 2008). A couple definitions of trust that have 

been found are; “trust is a willingness to rely on an exchange partner in whom one has 

confidence” another one is “trust is a perception of confidence in the exchange partner’s 

reliability and integrity”. Both definitions point out confidence and reliability as important 

factors (Corbitt et al., 2003 pp.204).  

Jing & Ying (2010) say that although e-commerce is growing there are still huge challenges 

including the low transformation rate of visitors turning into buyers and the lack of trust and 

confidence in online vendors.  Jing & Ying (2010) argue that it is crucial for the future of B2C 

e-commerce to learn how to establish trust. According to research, 75 percent of all online 

shoppers do not complete their purchase on the internet, instead they use it for searching 

information about products/services and then visit a physical store (Kassim & Abdullah, 

2010). Trust is seen as more critical in an online context according to the inability to see and 

touch a product and the absence of face-to-face interactions. In light of this, the consumers 

feel more uncertain and perceive a higher risk when making transactions over the internet. 

Trust is therefore effective when trying to overcome these two concerns and it also plays a 

vital role in consumers’ e-shopping behaviors (Ha & Stoel, 2008; Palvia, 2009 ; Weisberg et 

al., 2011). 

According to Warrington et al., (2000) are the absence of a salesperson, the physical 

separation between the buyer and the seller, the buyer and merchandise and the perceived 

insecurity of the online shopping environment limitations for online vendors, which make it 

hard to develop sustainable relationships. This is a problem that needs to be handled since it is 

essential to develop a trustworthy relationship in order to be able to make the initial sale. 

Gaining trust is therefore highly important since it is prerequisite in order to build strong 

relationships. In light of this, online marketers must find ways to gain trust and develop 

relationships with customers.  The first and essential step in order for online marketers to be 

able to build relationships with their customers is that the customer must first participate in an 

exchange and after that, make a judgment regarding the level of perceived trust. This 
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exchange is suggested to be made offline in order to make the customer more willing to make 

an online purchase (Warrington et al., 2000). 

According to Gefen & Straub (2004) studies have shown that trust is gradually and typically 

built through ongoing interactions that enable individuals to create reliable expectations on 

what other persons/organizations might do. Gefen & Straub (2004) further argue that 

companies can enhance trust by developing various methods that increases the social 

presence. (Gefen & Straub, 2004). Jing & Ying (2010) argue that one solution that has been 

proved helpful in terms of building trust online is using agents as trust managers. They can 

help the customers to organize their needs and provide them with product knowledge and 

personal contact, which in turns enhances emotional trust.     

Beatty et al. (1996) have found that vendors develop trust through presenting extensive 

product knowledge, availability and willingness to fulfill customers’ needs. Further it is 

argued that three key factors can help build a relationship and gain repeated exchanges; trust, 

functionality and friendship (Beatty et al., 1996). 

Perceived risk – antecedent to trust  

When it comes to perceived risk it is equally relevant for non-users as well as for those who 

are considering expanding their internet use. Internet suppliers need to identify what obstacles 

non-users and potential users face before working on designing creative solutions. When these 

are identified and good solutions are found users will handle the perceived risk much more 

effectively and non-shoppers are more likely to turn into active shoppers or at least increase 

their shopping on the internet. Two main perceived risk components are privacy and security. 

(Liebermann & Stashevsky, 2002 ; Karson & Korgaonkar, 2007) According to a research, 73 

percent did not feel comfortable at all with giving up their social security number on the 

internet. Regarding security, reports show that 46 percent of internet users are concerned 

about their credit card being misused and 36 percent are “somewhat” concerned. In light of 

this, 82 percent are to some degree concerned about the security on the internet.   

(Liebermann & Stashevsky, 2002).  

2.3.3 Shopping experience and experiential value 

Experiential value has been defined as “an overall representation of experiential benefits from 

the entertainment, the escapism, the visual appeal, and the interactivity involved with online 

shopping” (Lee & Overby, 2004, pp. 56) It has shown that providing a good experience can 

affect customer satisfaction, deliver customer loyalty and increase trust (Johnston & Kong, 
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2011). When talking about experiences, value is also common in this context, since the 

consumption experience could be very rich in value. It is argued that multiple channels offer a 

range of different shopping experiences. They are not just delivering more value, but different 

kinds of value. In the new experience economy, retailers want to define themselves as “a 

source of memories”, rather than a goods or service provider. Consumers want the retailers to 

know who they are, past transactions, how they would like to be contacted,  personalized 

service and finally a shopping experience. Retailers are constantly struggling with these 

demands and always have to keep in mind that the most important is to deliver value to the 

customers (Mathwick et al., 2001).  Lee & Overby (2004) argue that not only delivering a 

good experience can affect customer satisfaction, experiential value does also have a positive 

effect on customer satisfaction which in the long run leads to customer loyalty. 

2.3.4 Satisfaction 

Customer satisfaction is defined as “the result of a cognitive and affective evaluation, where 

some comparison standard is compared to the actually perceived performance” (Chi Lin, 

2003, pp. 203) . Consequently a customer will be dissatisfied if the perceived performance is 

less than what he or she expected, and the customer will be satisfied if the perceived 

performance is higher or equal to expectations (Chi Lin, 2003). Satisfaction has an important 

impact and is a major driver for customer loyalty and is seen to be critical when it comes to a 

retailer’s success (Chiou & Chi-Shen, 2006; Kim et al., 2011). In order to get loyal customers, 

the retailers have to put a lot of effort in satisfying their customers. To survive the competition 

on the internet, there are basically two things the e-business has to keep in mind; the 

importance of understanding your customers and provide what these customers need (Kim et 

al., 2011).  

2.3 Customer loyalty on the Internet 
It is very costly to lose customers in today’s competitive environment (Chung & Shin, 2010). 

No matter what industry it is, customer loyalty is extremely important and is also seen as a 

key factor in order to gain competitive advantage. With the purpose of making transactions 

faster and easier consumers tend to engage in relational behaviors. Only a few successful 

transactions can make a consumer feel safe with the service provider. Basically, the 

consumers know that the company will fulfill their needs and wants and the company is 

trusted. This will eventually lead to a commitment to the company (Park & Kim, 2003). Few 

online based companies seem to succeed in creating customer e-loyalty and very little is 

known about how they are created. Trust is one factor that often occur in this context, it is 
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seen to be an antecedent in the creation of long-term relationships and profitability (Ribbink 

et al., 2004; Warrington et al., 2000).  Word-of-mouth (WoM) could be seen as a result of 

loyalty since online shoppers can recommend others to use the same web site (Palvia, 2009).  

Loyalty is also generally attributed to customers satisfaction with service and quality which in 

turn is related to customers trust (Ribbink et al., 2004) 

2.4 Advantages and opportunities with pop-up retail 
A pop-up retail concepts unique feature is its temporary existence.  On purpose you let a store 

suddenly “pop up” and then disappear quickly after a while. Pop-up stores are designed to be 

opened for a few days and up to a year (Niehm et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2009). Pop-up retail 

can be both mobile and event-driven and to attract people generally guerrilla marketing 

techniques are used, for example word-of-mouth instead of mass media campaigns. The main 

focus when it comes to pop-up retailing is to present new products, give extensive and 

exclusive information about products/brands, offer product trial and give the customers the 

opportunity to share a conversation with knowledgeable brand representatives (Kim et al., 

2009).   

According to Kim et al. (2009) the temporality of a pop-up store might be appealing to 

customers that are seeking for unique experiences since it offers an interactive environment 

where consumers can communicate with experts and brand representatives. This is not only 

an advantage for the customer in terms of gathering information, it is also an opportunity for 

them to share their opinions and perspectives. Using a pop-up concept also contributes to the 

ability of letting the customers be a part of the retail experience and the branding process, 

since the customers contributes to the shaping of the brand identity and product through 

informational exchange during face-to-face interaction with brand representatives and other 

customers.  

Further Kim et al. (2009) argue that a pop-up store can facilitate some customers’ decision 

making process, since the concept provides additional opportunities for the customer to get a 

direct interaction with a brand or product. According to Kim et al. (2009) can this direct 

interaction and engagement provide customers with cognitive stimulation and improve their 

ability to do a correct brand/product evaluation and decisions can be made easier.    

Pop-up retail can also be used in order to appeal customers that like shopping enjoyment and 

being trendy since a pop-up store allow customers to experience new unique and exclusive 

products, that can be directly tested and examined and it can offer excitement and 
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entertainment. It can also give positive word of mouth by engaging customers that find it 

entertaining to discuss new products, brands and places to shop with other customers (Kim et 

al., 2009) 

Since there is a growing number of consumers looking for innovative products/experiences 

which involves active consumer engagement and enjoyable shopping and life experiences 

Kim et al. (2009) argue that pop-up retailing might be an important strategy for marketers and 

retailers. Given that it is made highly authentic and experiential with the focus on presenting 

new products or brands and it enables more face-to-face dialogues. According to Niehm et al. 

(2007) there are many professionals within the marketing and retail field that support the 

novelty, interactivity, fleeting and surprising aspect of pop-up retail and the fact that it can 

offer engaging experiences desired by consumers and fast return-on-investment in terms buzz 

for the retailers.   

Niehm et al. (2007) point out three main opportunities and advantages which supports 

implementation of pop-up retail; Product Novelty/Uniqueness, Facilitator of Purchase 

Decision, Product Trial and Unique Experiences (these main characteristics reflect consumers 

perceived benefits with pop-up stores). Further Niehm et al. (2007) suggest that if marketers 

and retailers can meet their consumers’ expectations of novel and unique shopping 

experiences, products, services through the usage of a pop-up store, companies will have 

greater opportunities to influence the long-term attitudes/intentions and loyalty towards their 

products and brands.     

According to Niehm et al. (2007) the original thought behind pop-up stores was to create 

early awareness and buzz regarding new products or brand. Though they are still useful in that 

means, the pop-up retail concept is constantly developing into a provider of consumer insight 

for retailers and marketers. Due to the fact that consumers are becoming more resistant to 

traditional marketing techniques, Niehm et al. (2007) suggest that retailers and 

marketers/brand managers can learn a lot about their customers by using experiential 

marketing techniques such as pop-up stores. It is also found that a growing number of diverse 

segments is looking for the unique and novel shopping experience that a pop-up store can give 

and that they are very open to unplanned and spontaneous purchases when it comes to novel 

products/services and experiences (Niehm et al., 2007).  
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2.5 Discussion of the literature 
This thesis is focusing on the limitations inherent in e-business/e-commerce and the 

opportunities/advantages with a pop-up store. First of all, to make it clear for the reader how 

this thesis is built up, we wanted to show a figure of how these two parts are related to each 

other.  

In the beginning of the theory chapter five limitations with e-commerce are stated and three of 

them are further developed to give the reader an understanding of how these three can affect  

certain problem areas (customer decision making, trust, experience, satisfaction) within an e-

business and how that in turns limits e-businesses to gain customer loyalty. We wanted to see 

if these limitations could be met by a pop-up store and complement an already existing e-

business. In light of this, the phenomenon pop-up store was described and also the 

opportunities with having one.      

Figure 2. Summary of theory 

 

 

 

E-business 
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The tree limitations that were found; Lack of human interaction, Communication and Capture 

of visitors’ attention, all affect the following problem areas to some extent; customers 

decision making process, customers trust level towards the provider, the shopping experience 

and the overall customer satisfaction. These problem areas are all in turn dependent on one 

another. The decision making process is the first step. It is here the customer decides whether 

to buy or not, which makes trust important in order for the customers rely on the provider and 

dare to make a purchase. Also the shopping experience affects customers’ decision making 

and the overall perceived satisfaction with service and quality, which in turn affects customer 

loyalty. 

2.6 State of the art  
Research about e-businesses/e-commerce is relatively new and the phenomenon pop-up store 

is very fresh. Regarding the research about e-businesses the authors have identified a few 

limitations and problem areas. We have chosen to focus on the most prominent; the lack of 

human interaction, the communication and the capturing of visitors’ attention. Within these 

three, four important problem areas are constantly showing up in the articles read; 

(1) Customer decision making process has shown to be important since it is here people 

recognize needs, evaluate alternatives and finally make a purchase decision. In the online 

environment this process is more complicated than usual. We base these facts, about the 

customer decision process online, on Häuble & Trifts (2000) and Otto & Chung (2001) 

studies.  

(2) Trust is probably seen as the most mentioned word in the articles about limitations/barriers 

with an e-business. It is argued by Ha & Stoel (2008), Palvia (2009) and Weisberg et al., 

(2011) that trust is more critical in an online context since there is no human interaction and 

an inability to see and touch products. When talking about trust, perceived risk, also came up 

as an antecedent to it, therefore we thought it would be a good idea to include that as a part of 

it.  

(3) Shopping experience and experiential value are two important variables when it comes to 

experience economy and delivering unique experiences. According to both Johnston & Kong 

(2001) and Lee & Overby (2004), a good delivered experience could have good delivered 

experience has a positive effect on customer satisfaction, trust and customer loyalty. In light 

of this, we thought it was vital to include this in our thesis. Shopping experience and 
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experiential value could also be seen as a part of the limitation about capturing a visitor’s 

attention because of all the alternatives given in the online environment.  

(4) Satisfaction became a natural choice for us since it is seen as a major driver for customer 

loyalty. In order to stand out and make the communication two-way it is easier to succeed as 

an e-business. Therefore satisfaction goes under first and foremost the limitation 

communication. Kim et al. (2011) are the most prominent when it comes to customer 

satisfaction on the internet. 

Most businesses aim to make their customers loyal and build long-term relationships. 

Therefore we thought customer loyalty was very essential for our thesis, especially since it is 

argued by both Ribbink et al., (2004) and Warrington et al., (2000) that few e-businesses 

actually succeed in creating loyalty.  

Two scientific articles were found about pop-up stores and they were both written by the same 

authors Niehm et al., (2007) and Kim et al., (2009). In light of this, there is a clear gap in this 

theory area which makes it important to further investigate what a pop-up store could 

contribute to as a strategic marketing tool. Our main purpose with the theory about pop-up 

stores was to describe the phenomenon and the advantages/opportunities with the concept, 

since we are doing this study about whether a pop-up store could work as a complement to an 

e-business or not, we found that the following advantages/opportunities can be gained by the 

usage of a pop-up store: positive word-of-mouth, brand and product awareness, attract 

people, product trial, give extensive and exclusive product/brand information, opportunity to 

a have dialogue, unique and enjoyable experience, branding, tool to facilitate consumers 

decision making, shopping enjoyment,  appeal “trendy” people, direct interaction, social 

shopping experience, buzz, influence long-term attitudes/intentions and loyalty (Niehm et al., 

(2007); Kim et al. 2009). 
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2.7 Research question 
As mentioned in the introduction chapter the overall purpose with this thesis is to describe the 

phenomenon pop-up store and investigate if it could be a complementary tool for online based 

companies to help tackling limitations inherent in e-businesses. To be able to achieve this, the 

following research question is formulated:  

 

How could a pop-up store, as a complementary tool, help an e-business to overcome 

identified limitations which are; the lack of human interaction, the communication and the 

capturing of visitors’ attention? 

3. Methodology  

3.1 Research Overview 
The purpose of this thesis will be reached by constructing an operationalization for the 

empirical investigation which is based on two theoretical themes; limitation areas with e-

business and advantages/opportunities with pop-up retailing.  

 

Figure 3.  Research overview 
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The purpose of this thesis is to describe the new phenomenon pop-up store and investigate if 

it could be a complementary tool for online based companies to help tackling limitations 
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The purpose with this thesis was to describe the pop-up store phenomenon and investigate if it 

could be a complementary tool for online based companies to help tackling limitations 

inherent in e-businesses. This have been achieved through identification of limitation/problem 

areas with e-businesses and advantages/opportunities with pop-up retail and through multiple 

case studies where the goal was to see what has been achieved from the usage of a pop-up 

store.  

 

A qualitative research approach was chosen for this study since it is, according to us, the most 

suitable approach due to the fact that the research question is of exploratory nature and we 

want to obtain comprehensive data that has depth and sensitivity. This also means that we 

have tried to create an overall picture of the subject area and identified specific problems with 

e-businesses with little prior knowledge about the investigation problem.  

According to Jacobsen (2007) it is beneficial to the exploratory researcher to have a so-called 

intensive approach, where the focus is to examine only a small number of study units 

(Jacobsen, 2007).  In this study we have therefore chosen to limit our study and investigate 

those cases that are most relevant and officially most outstanding in Sweden. 

The methodological approach that was used in this study was a form of abduction. We found 

a real phenomenon that we wanted to investigate and through theory regarding e-businesses 

we identified different problem areas. The investigation process consisted of creating a 

theoretical framework and collecting empirical data through interviews. Subsequently, we 

analyzed the material to see whether the idea in theory corresponds to reality and if problems 

could be overcome. 

3.2 Data collection process 

The main goal when collecting data is that the information should be of high quality in terms 

of scientific reliability. There are two types of data collection: primary or secondary. Primary 

data collection method means that the researcher has collected the material. Secondary data 

collection method on the other hand means that the researcher makes use of already collected 

material (Bryman & Bell, 2007). 

 

In this investigation, both primary and secondary data collection methods have been used. The 

theoretical chapter consists of secondary data where the information is collected from 

scientifically reviewed articles. Literature has also been found on the basis of suggestions 

from the supervisor.  
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The empirical part consists of primary data in form of telephone interviews and deep 

interviews. The people interviewed were; Ellen Jurell (PR Consultant at MS&L), Max 

Bellman (PR Consultant at MS&L), Mariette Kristenson, (Marketing Director at Pressbyrån), 

Fredrik Danielsson, (Business Manager Pop-up stores at Sale Nordic), Leo Dratwa (Nordic 

Marketing Manager at LG Electronics), Niklas Lindén (Channel Marketing Manager at 

Microsoft), Mathias Ekström, (Marketing Plan Manager at Ellos).  

 

The aim of the interviews was to get a deeper understanding of the concepts that have been 

used, what their intentions were with having a pop-up store and what has been achieved, to 

see if a pop-up concept could strengthen the identified limitations with an e-business.    

Further we also wanted to interview the people from a more personal point of view where the 

intention was to get their opinions about limitations with having an e-business. 

 3.3 Interviews   
An interview that is made in a qualitative research is often less structured than interviews 

conducted based on a quantitative research. 

When doing a qualitative interview the interviewer allows the respondent to “move” in 

different directions in order to gain an understanding of what the respondent considers 

relevant and important without being influenced by the interviewer. A qualitative interview is 

in many cases considered more flexible and adaptable to how the interview develops over 

time. There are two main interview techniques that is distinguish from each other when it 

comes to qualitative research, semi-structured interviews and unstructured interviews 

(Bryman & Bell, 2007). 

 

In an unstructured interview the interviewer uses only a few notes and the questions are based 

upon broad topics that are discussed. An unstructured interview is very close to an ordinary 

conversation. When doing an interview of this kind the intentions is to get the respondent to 

answer freely and from time-to-time interviewer might ask a supplementary question. Semi-

structured interviews are also relatively unstructured; however, the interviewer might in this 

case have a slightly more detailed and specific interview guide (Bryman & Bell, 2007). 

 

In this study we have chosen to have a mix between the two interviews techniques. Some 

questions that were asked were more unstructured which allowed the respondent to talk freely 

about the subject and some questions followed a stricter guideline. We have intentionally 

chosen to ask open questions because we wanted the respondents to be free to tell their 
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thoughts on the subject and try to avoid affecting their responses in a particular direction. 

During the interviews we tried to adapt to the ongoing discussion, therefore some questions 

have been added and some removed as a result of the answers the respondents gave us. 

Sometimes it was necessary to ask supplementary questions to get a deeper understanding of 

respondents answer. During the interviews we also worked with keywords that have helped us 

remember what we are looking for in the respondents’ answers and what the overall purpose 

is with the interviews.  

  

The interviews were made by one personal meeting and the rest through telephone interviews 

with the respondents. Our intention was to meet all the respondents personally but due to the 

fact that all of them were located in Stockholm it became difficult to get our time schedule to 

fit in with the respondents’ coupled with limited budget. Although, we managed to get one 

personal meeting with Fredrik Danielsson, Business Manager of Pop-up stores, at Sale Nordic 

who is the leading company in Sweden at creating and selling pop-up solutions. This meeting 

took place at their head office in Stockholm. During the interview one of us was responsible 

for asking the questions and the other one was responsible for taking notes and support the 

interviewer if something was unclear or if an answer or question was needed to be developed 

or/and clarified further. It is easy to lose track when you do a telephone interview and thus 

forget to ask questions. With the respondent’s approval the interview was also recorded, to 

not miss anything of what was said. During the telephone interviews we also had one of us 

taking notes and the other one asking the questions. When conducting these interviews we 

used computers as a tool to faster write down the answers, as we write quicker on a computer 

than with paper and pen. We also used speakerphone with the respondents’ permissions. The 

interviews were about fifteen to twenty minutes long, which was the maximum time that the 

respondents had due to their time schedule. 

The interviews are presented one by one in the empirical chapter. Keywords have been 

identified from the respondents’ answers which are presented in five matrices (See page 38-

40)  to give the reader a clear picture of the connection between the answers.  

3.4 Population and sample 
When doing a research you have to decide what is going to be studied and who. When 

deciding who is going to be studied a sample of a representative population must be done. The 

sample can either be based on probability sampling or non-probability sampling. A 

probability sample is a sample based on randomness while non-probability sampling is not. 
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When using a non-probability sampling some parts of the population are more likely to be 

selected than others  (Bryman & Bell, 2007). 

When using non-probability sampling the researcher can choose between three selection 

techniques; convenience sampling, snowball sampling and quota sampling. Convenience 

sample is when the researcher uses people who are available at the time and voluntarily 

participate in the investigation.  

 

In this study non-probability sampling was made. The companies that were participating in 

this study were selected because of their knowledge about the pop-up concept and because of 

the fact that they had actively worked with a pop-up store. Our intentions were to interview 

the people behind the set up of the most official well known pop-up store concepts in Sweden. 

There were a limited number of cases that could be studied, due to the fact that not many 

Swedish companies have “embraced” the pop-up store concept. This was a challenge for us 

and made the whole selection process quite hard. A convenience sample had to be made. We 

listed all the companies, which we could find on the internet that have worked with a pop-up 

concept in some way. We researched these cases and found names that we contacted. These 

people were; one specialist on pop-up concepts, marketing directors at big companies and PR 

consultants. It was a long process from the first e-mail to the final interview. From the 

beginning we had nine potential interviewees and finally we got to interview seven of them.  
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3.5 Operationalization of interviews 
 

Figure 4. Operationalization table 

 

 

To get the respondents to relax and feel comfortable in the interview situation, we started out 

with some general questions where they got to describe the pop-up concept that had been 

used, what their intentions were with having pop-up store, what opportunities and advantages 

that have been identified with having a pop-up concept and in the end what is has generated in 

terms of for example brand knowledge and increased sales. Those questions gave us further 

understanding of what they actually have done, what it have resulted in, what their thoughts 

were and how they worked with the project. Our intentions were also to see what the 

respondents said when they more freely could talk about their pop-up concept and if they 

already here mention some of the advantages and opportunities with a pop up store that we 
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have identified in the theory about pop-up retail, in terms of; positive word-of-mouth, brand 

and product awareness, attract people, product trial, give extensive and exclusive 

product/brand information, opportunity to a have dialogue, unique and enjoyable experience, 

branding, tool to facilitate consumers decision making, shopping enjoyment,  appeal “trendy” 

people, direct interaction, social shopping experience, buzz, influence long-term 

attitudes/intentions and loyalty (Niehm et al., (2007); Kim et al., 2009). These 

advantages/opportunities were also used as keywords during the interview.  

 

After the more general discussion we started to ask the respondents more specific and direct 

questions which followed four main issues: 

 

(1) “Could a pop-up store make it easier for the customer to make a faster decision?”  

 

Since it is argued by Häuble & Trifts (2000) and Otto & Chung (2001) that the customer 

decision making process can be hard to handle on the internet but fairly important since it is 

crucial if the consumer will buy or not. First of all, people recognize needs, then evaluate 

alternatives and finally make a purchase decision. We therefore wanted to see if the 

respondents felt that that a pop-up store facilitated and fasten the decision making process.  

Here we used keywords such as; faster decision, impulse buying, ability to “touch and feel”, 

less confusion over purchase alternatives, extensive product/brand information was given, 

more expertise and service.  

  

(2) “Could a pop-up store increase the consumers trust towards the provider?” 

 

As stated earlier, trust is probably the most mentioned word in the articles about 

limitations/barriers with e-business/e-commerce. Trust is argued to be more critical in an 

online context since there is no physical interaction with salespeople and products, which 

also leads to a perceived risk for the customer (Ha & Stoel (2008); Palvia (2009); Weisberg 

et al., (2011). We therefore wanted to get a feeling about how the respondents perceive 

whether a pop-up store could help gain trust, erase doubt and strengthen the relationship 

between buyer and seller. Following keywords were used; gain more trust, customers less 

insecure, more willing to purchase and repurchase, improved relationship between buyer 

and seller, “ability to touch and feel products”.  
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(3) “Could a pop-up store deliver a unique shopping experience?” 

 

Here our intentions were to get a better understanding for what the respondents perceive is a 

shopping experience and to what extent they have delivered a shopping experience 

/experiential value  with  the usage of a pop-up store and further if it have helped them 

capturing visitors’ attention. This was important to investigate since both Johnston & Kong 

(2001) and Lee & Overby (2004) argue that a good delivered experience have a positive effect 

on customer satisfaction, trust and customer loyalty. Keywords were; unique experience, 

customer satisfaction, customer value, loyalty.  

 

(4) “Could a pop-up store contribute to the customer’s overall satisfaction?” 

 

According to Kim et al. (2011) satisfaction is seen as a major driver for customer loyalty, 

which is argued by both Ribbink et al., (2004) and Warrington et al., (2000)  to be a problem 

for online based companies since only a few actually succeed in creating loyalty.  Questions 

were therefore asked regarding what satisfaction is, what has the biggest impact on customer 

satisfaction and if the respondents have been able to influence drivers for customer 

satisfaction with a pop-up store concept and if so how. Here we used keywords such as: 

additional ways to communicate, more service quality, availability, product quality, a unique 

experience. 

 

3.6 Validity 
Validity is how the research matches the intentions of a measure and how well that was 

measured (Bryman & Bell, 2007).   

 

In this study we aimed to investigate the phenomenon pop-up store and see if could be useful 

for an e-business. We based our interview questions on collected theory about the subject and 

are therefore well related to our purpose and research question. We believe the validity is high 

since we measured what we intended to measure.  

3.7 Reliability 
If the investigation would take place again, would the investigator get the same results or is 

there any chance that this result has been affected by random and temporary circumstances. A 
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study should have as high reliability as possible to make it trustworthy for the reader and 

further investigators (Bryman & Bell, 2007).  

To make this study reliable we tried to get as many interviews as possible and with people 

that have been involved in the development of a pop-up store process. Since we got to 

interview seven out of nine cases we covered almost 80 percent of the population. Because of 

the different backgrounds of the interviewees we also got good insights from different kinds 

of views. The answers and thoughts about our topic could be different though when 

researching it again, since it is a new phenomenon and the more people work with this kind of 

concept the more information and opinions they will have.  
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4. Empirical data 

 

Sale Nordic 

Interview object: Fredrik Danielsson, Business Manager Pop-up stores 

Type of interview: Deep interview 

Date and time: 2011-05-11, 11:00-12:30           Interview guide appendix1 

 

Sale Nordic was founded in 1997 and consists of two subsidiaries; Sale Nordic Field 

Marketing and Sale Nordic Staffing Services. Sale Nordic creates pop-up concepts for their 

clients. The niche pop-up stores came naturally since they were specialists in retail stores. 

Danielsson says that companies from many different industries contact them for a pop-up 

solution. It has been big companies like Apple, Microsoft, LG Electronics but also different e-

businesses that have asked for different solutions. Danielsson further explains that Sale 

Nordic uses special modules where they create an experiential environment special made for 

their customer’s needs and wants. The purpose with the mobile pop-up modules are to be 

flexible in order to reach the target customers at the right time and the right place.                

Their motto is “A place, a time and a product that works” (Danielsson, 2011-05-11).   

After working with many different customers, Danielsson explains all the different intentions 

his customers have had with a pop-up store. Some of these intentions are; being present, show 

up at unexpected places, meet the customers, show the customers the way out to a 

“traditional” store, create awareness and reach out to a wider customer segment. Danielsson 

himself points out what he thinks is the most important purpose; always be where your 

customers are. He further describes the pop-up concept as a way of presenting new and 

unique products that have to be seen before a purchase which allows the customers to 

experience and try the product. The purpose of doing something like that would be to give the 

information and knowledge that the customers need to evaluate the product and perhaps make 

a purchase.  

Danielsson talks about the advantages and opportunities with having a pop-up store and some 

of them are; cost efficient (not if the pop-up store only exists for a day), the availability, the 

flexibility, it is a “real” store (the same kind of possibilities as a traditional store when it 

comes to for example assortment and payment methods) and make it possible for the 

customer to actually see and touch a product. Danielsson explains these as a “premium 

feeling”.  
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Another special feature that Danielsson points out with a pop-up store is the “surprise effect”. 

A pop-up store shows up at unexpected places which catches the customers’ attention better 

than a traditional store since those are stores that always appear at the same place at all times. 

When it comes to shopping experiences Danielsson talks about the enormous competition 

among companies delivering shopping experiences and how important it is to create 

something that attracts the customers. Further Danielsson explains how visiting a pop-up store 

could be seen as a “unique shopping experience”.  

By just offering online business many limitations appear according to Danielsson. One of the 

biggest ones is the lack of physical interactions with the customers, which could make it hard 

to sell, since 90 percent of the sales talk is associated with body language and the rest is 

associated with what is said.   

A pop-up store could according to Danielsson be an opportunity for online based companies 

to convey their whole business idea in a unique way and exceed the customers’ expectations 

when it comes to service, the employees’ engagement and shopping experience.   

Pressbyrån 

Interview object: Mariette Kristenson, Marketing Director 

Type of interview: Telephone 

Date and time: 2011-05-10, 09:19-09:31                    Interview guide appendix 1                                                                                      

The Swedish retail chain Pressbyrån had a summer tour in 2009. Their mobile store visited 

five cities; The Peace and Love Festival in Borlänge, Matchcup Sweden in Marstrand, 

Visfestivalen in Västervik, during the tennis week in Båstad and Yranveckan in Östersund. 

Kristenson means that the purpose 

of having this mobile store was to 

be closer to their customers and 

also meet new ones. Their 

secondary intention was publicity. 

The response was very good and 

many customers visited the store. Kristenson further says that it is hard to say what just one 

store has generated for the whole, but one thing is for sure, it did have a positive effect and 

got a lot of publicity.  
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We asked Kristenson how she would define a shopping experience and she said it begins 

when the customer starts thinking about buying something and ends when the customer has 

bought it. Kristenson also think the service and how the products are presented are important 

factors. When comparing a pop-up store experience and a “traditional experience” Kristenson 

thinks that the customers get more out of a pop-up store experience than a traditional one. The 

reasons for this are the availability and the “surprise effect” of the store, Pressbyrån visited 

places where their customers were on vacation. The customers appreciated the assortment 

Pressbyrån offered and also the different payment opportunities. Most times it is impossible to 

pay with a credit card at a hot-dog stand for example. Kristenson thinks a shopping 

experience can have a positive effect and could be seen as a key factor to get customer 

loyalty. 

According to Kristenson the perception was that their customers were more satisfied than 

usual and the reason for this was probably because the full range of products were offered 

even though they were on vacation and far from a traditional Pressbyrån. Kristenson points 

out the importance of always being present and available where the customers are.   

When talking about sales on the internet Kristenson points out human interaction as the 

biggest limitation for e-business. Kristenson further explains three reasons for why a pop-up 

store could be a good complement to an e-business; use it as a show room (easy way of 

showing who you are), get in touch with customers and finally it is a temporary solution. 

Fleur du Cap/Nicolas Feuillatte 

Interview object: Ellen Jurell, PR Consultant, MS&L  

Type of interview: Telephone 

Date and time: 2011-05-10, 13:23-13:46           Interview guide appendix 1 

 

Fleur du Cap Box Bar was opened between November 5th and 28th in 2009 and was located 

at Fleminggatan in Stockholm.  This was the first pop-up bar in Sweden and a tribute to the 

box wine Fleur du Cap. Only box wine was sold at the bar and was thought to prove that it is 

just as good as wine from a bottle.  

The box bar got so much attention that champagne bar, offering the 

champagne Nicolas Feuillatte, was opened shortly after in a shopping 

center in Stockholm. The intention with that bar was to make people 

more aware of the brand Nicolas Feuillatte and make it trendier.  

Jurell describes their overall intentions with the pop-up concept were 
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to present unique features of a product that is hard to make interesting since it offers the same 

assets as so many other products in the same category and to increase the sale by making 

people more aware of the product. The product they worked with was the box vine Fleur du 

Cap, which was facing the problem of being one of the wines that were going to be removed 

from the original assortment of Systembolaget if their sales did not increase. The goal with 

the box bar/restaurant was to create a place with unpretentious atmosphere, where people of 

all ages and with all kinds of interests were welcome to try the wine and share the experience 

with friends. Jurell points out that it is important that a pop-up store concept stands out, that it 

is exciting, fun and playful. Therefore, it makes it vital to have the right people working in the 

pop-up store. They have to be highly engaged in the project and able to give the customers 

full service. Another important factor is that before the opening to create a buzz about the 

concept and reach out to networks of people in order to make it popular already from the 

beginning. Jurell says that it is important to look at a pop-up concept as a long-term project, 

results might not come immediately.  

Further Jurell believes that a pop-up store could be an opportunity for online based companies 

that offer products that are very new and unique since it can be a way for them to meet their 

customers and “educate” them about their products and give extensive product information 

which could enhance sales.  

Interview object: Max Bellman, PR Consultant, MS&L 

Type of interview: Telephone 

Date and time: 2011-05-10, 10:25-10:44           Interview guide appendix 1 

 

Bellman describes the following advantages and opportunities with having a pop-up bar: the 

customer gets to taste the product, an easy way of 

creating an event, the customers get to know the brand 

and it is sensory marketing in a direct way. Bellman 

also talks about the pop-up concept as fun and 

exciting. In both the wine and the champagne concept 

the brand awareness increased and a buzz was created. 

In the Nicolas Feuillatte case, beyond the brand 

awareness, the sales also increased as well as reaching out to new customer segments. 

Bellman thinks that the pop-up concept can make it easier for customers to make buying 

decisions since it enables them to try and evaluate the product before buying. Bellman 

explains the fact that only one product was offered at this bar it got more attention and focus 
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than it would have been at Systembolaget for example. This makes the wine/champagne in 

this case, more trustworthy and easier for the customer to choose, instead of having several 

alternatives.  

When explaining a shopping experience, Bellman points out really good service as an 

important factor. Bellman further means that good service will be remembered and the whole 

shopping experience makes the purchase fun for the customer. Overall, Bellman explains it as 

expressing the identity of the brand to the customer. 

Bellman describes a satisfied customer as someone that walks away from the store with a 

smile on the face, thinks he/she made a good purchase and remembers the experience. Further 

Bellman thinks a pop-up store can give customers more satisfaction by just existing a limited 

time period. Due to the time-limit and the hard work behind the concept the employees are 

more engaged in their work, which makes the atmosphere in the pop-up store more exciting 

and energetic according to Bellman. Bellman further says, in light of that, better service is 

given and increased satisfaction among the customers is achieved.   

Bellman thinks the three biggest limitations with offering online sales are the anonymity, it is 

not the same “social feeling” of going shopping and the experience cannot be expressed in the 

same way as visiting a physical store. Bellman further thinks that a pop-up store could be a 

complement for an e-business since it is a good way of getting publicity, more fun things 

could be added and push towards sales. Besides this a pop-up store could offer personal 

meeting with the people behind the company. 
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LG Electronics 

Interview object: Leo Dratwa, Nordic Marketing Manager 

Type of interview: Telephone  

Date and time: 2011-05-12, 13:42-14:01               Interview guide appendix 1 

 

LG Electronics set up a pop-up store at Norrmalmstorg in Stockholm before Christmas in 

2010. In the store they showed everything from projectors, cell phones, monitors to 

televisions. They offered their customers a warm and welcoming environment where they 

could sit down and relax in the middle of their Christmas shopping. 

According to Dratwa the reasons for why 

LG had a pop-up store were first and 

foremost to be closer to the customer and 

meet them at a “different” place where no 

intermediaries were involved. They also 

wanted to “surprise” their customers by 

showing up unexpected and create some 

kind of a “buzz”. Their intentions were 

also to have a branding activity and an 

opportunity for customers to try new products and get feedback about these.  

Dratwa explains several advantages and opportunities with setting up a pop-up store. First of 

all, it is a good way when launching new products especially since you can get direct 

feedback from the customers. Another good thing is that the company behind the pop-up store 

can design and create the concept how they want without having to deal with other parties, 

such as subsidiaries. In this way they do not have to “compete” with other brands in a 

traditional home electronics chain.  Based on LG:s case, Dratwa also thinks that a pop-up 

store can increase the product awareness as well as the brand awareness.  

When it comes to decision making Dratwa is sure about that a pop-up store can influent a 

customer. After visiting a pop-up store the customer has increased knowledge about the 

product and the people behind the brand, which could lead to a faster and easier decision. 

Dratwa points out the importance of actually dare to stand face to face with the customers. In 

this case LG:s employees were right there to help and support the customers which he 
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believes increases the trustworthiness of the product information given and the people behind 

the brand.  

According to Dratwa, LG had 3000 visitors in their pop-up store during the five days they 

were active at Norrmalmstorg. Dratwa further explains that some people just stopped by and 

hung out at the store and had some gingerbread while some people stayed a little longer and 

actually explored the products offered and exchanged information with the employees of LG. 

Both types could lead to a stronger relationship between the company and the customer. 

Dratwa further explains a development of a pop-up concept could be to keep track of the 

visitors and have membership clubs. Although the concept can still be developed Dratwa is 

absolutely sure about that customer loyalty can be increased among the visitors since the pop-

up store enables a direct dialogue between the company and the customer.  

Dratwa describes how a pop-up store shopping experience can differ from a traditional one 

and the most prominent features are the “surprise effect” and the “wow experience”. Further 

Dratwa thinks the pop-up store should suddenly appear and show something new that is not 

already known and could catch people’s attention. A pop-up store could also, according to 

Dratwa, bring up needs of a person that he or she was unaware of and lead to a purchase. 

When it comes to limitations for online based companies Dratwa points out the following; 

lack of human interaction and the customer is not able to see and touch the product. Dratwa 

further thinks that a pop-up store could work as a complement to an e-business since the 

customer can see and touch the products they are interested in. 

Microsoft 

Interview object: Niklas Lindén, Channel Marketing Manager 

Type of interview: Telephone  

Date and time: 2011-05-13, 16:00-16:26                                                   Interview guide appendix 1 

 

Microsoft had together with Media Markt a pop-up store at Sergels Torg in Stockholm. 

During three days in February of 2009 people could stop by and try their Xbox 360 consoles 

and games. This pop-up store was a part of their “Money Back-campaign” and people could 

buy products to very favorable prices. 

Lindén explains that it was Sale Nordic that presented this concept for them and thought it 

was a great opportunity for Microsoft to show their products. Lindén further says that they 

thought it was an interesting concept and of course they wanted to be a part of it. They also 
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wanted to get closer to their customers and get direct feedback from them. Microsoft does not 

provide any own stores, only resellers, therefore it was a little bit special. Lindén describes 

this like an opportunity to show up unexpected at places where they normally not are. “We 

stood at a very central spot where many people passed by” (Lindén, 2011).  

Some advantages that Lindén identified after having a pop up store were that customers got 

the opportunity to stop by and see, touch and try the products. Customers could also get the 

information they needed from skilled crew working, which Lindén thinks lead to a faster and 

easier buying decision. Lindén also thinks a pop-up store could be a way of meeting new 

customer segments since people that normally do not look for their products walks by and get 

curious about what is going on.   

Lindén further points out the brand awareness as an important factor with having a pop-up 

store and in this case Microsoft used this concept more like a display window than pushing 

sales. 

When it comes to describing what a shopping experience, Lindén thinks the treatment is very 

important. The customer should be well taken care of when it is time for him/her to open up 

his wallet.  

According to Lindén the three biggest limitations with an e-business are; no human 

interaction, it is hard to ensure whether a product is put at the right place or not (in a physical 

store there is a pattern to follow to make sure the customers walk through the whole store) and 

finally the information given (in a physical store the customer can get more information from 

sales person about how the product works). Lindén definitely thinks a pop-up store could be a 

good complement for an e-business, since it is easier to build trust and loyalty with a physical 

store. Lindén ends the interview by saying that it could also be a great opportunity for so 

called “day-one-sale”. An e-business can use a pop-up store in order to provide early adopters 

with new products. The logistics would not make that possible for an e-business.  
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Ellos 

Interview object: Mathias Ekström, Marketing Manager 

Type of interview: Telephone  

Date and time: 2011-05-16, 15:18-15:37       Interview guide appendix 1 

 

In the city center of Stockholm, namely Kungsträdgården, did Ellos put up a pop-up store 

called Modeakuten (“the fashion emergency”).  

Their intentions were to increase the 

perceived degree of fashion when it 

comes to their products offered, get 

media attention, reaching out to new 

customers and show what their 

brand really stands for. Ekström also 

explains that by having the fashion 

emergency, they could take a step 

outside their normal sphere since they normally just act on distance by catalogue and online 

sales. The pop-up store enabled Ellos to have a physical store, extend their normal promotion 

mix and to show up in a surprising element. 

 

Ekstöm further says that the fashion emergency gave Ellos a lot of media attention in 

television, blogs and mass media. It also created a lot of buzz and positive word-of-mouth on 

the internet. He also felt that the customers were more satisfied when leaving the pop-up store 

since the response was very positive from both existing customers and new ones and some 

have even contacted them in order to get them to put up the fashion emergency concept in 

other cities.  

 

When it comes to limitations with online sales Ekstöm describes the lack of physical 

interaction with other customers as a disadvantage since many people like to go shopping 

with friends as a social activity. He also says that it is a problem that you cannot get the 

clothes directly and that it is not possible to touch, and try them out.  

 

Ekstöm also mentions that a pop-up store can be a complement to an e-business in terms of 

letting the customers physically interact with brands, touch and feel products in order to 

evaluate the quality and if it is a clothing product it also enables the customer to try out the 

right size before ordering and hopefully they will be more pleased with their purchase. 
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4.1 Summary of identified keywords 
To make it even more clear what information we got out of our interviews we have compiled 

keywords in matrices. These figures also make it easier to see patterns and a better overlook 

when comparing answers. See Appendix 2 for more matrices. 

 

(1) 

“Why did the company set up a pop-up store and what intentions did they have?” 

 

 

Sale Nordic Pressbyrån 

Fleur du Cap/Nicolas 

Feuillatte 
LG Electronics 

 

Microsoft Ellos 

Generic 

Keywords Danielsson Kristenson Jurell Bellman Dratwa Lindén Ekström 

Presence Presence 

Closer to 

customers 

  

Closer to the 

customer 

Closer to 

customers Meet customers 

Unexpected 

place 

Unexpected 

places 

   

Unexpected 

place/surprise 

Unexpected 

place Different sphere 

Awareness 

Create 

awareness Publicity Awareness Awareness 

  

Media attention/ 

awareness 

Reach new 

segments New segments 

     

Reach out to new 

customers 

Increase sales 

  

Increase sales 

Increase 

sales 

   Branding 

activity 

    

Branding activity 

Brand 

awareness 

Brand/product 

awareness 

Try new 

product 

    

New product trial/ 

feedback 

Product 

feedback 
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(2) 

“What opportunities and advantages have been identified by the use of a pop-up store 

concept?” 

 

  Sale Nordic Pressbyrån 

Fleur du Cap/Nicolas 

Feuillatte LG Electronics 

 

Microsoft Ellos 

Generic Keywords Danielsson Kristenson Jurell Bellman Dratwa Lindén Ekström 

Present 

new/unique 

products 

Presenting 

new/unique products 

"Show 

room" 

  

New products/get 

direct feedback 

"Display 

window" 

 
Experience the 

product/brand 

Experience/try the 

product 

  

Experience 

the brand 

Increase 

product/brand 

awareness 

Try the 

product 

 
Information/ 

knowledge 

Give information/ 

knowledge 

 

Extensive 

product 

information 

  

Give 

information 

from experts 

 
Availability availability/flexibility 

The 

availability 

     
Physical store 

Almost like a "real 

store" 

     

Have a 

physical store 

Examine the  

product 

See and touch 

products 

  

Taste the 

product 

See and touch the 

product 

See and touch 

the product 

Touch and feel 

products 

Experience 

Unique shopping 

experience 

Surprise 

effect 

 

Fun 

/exciting 

experience 

Surprise  "Wow 

experience" 

 

Surprising 

element 

Promotion 

   

Create an 

event 

Catch peoples’ 

attention 

 

Extend their 

promotion mix 
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(3) 

“ What does the company think that the pop-up store has generated?” 

 

 Sale Nordic Pressbyrån 

Fleur du Cap/Nicolas 

Feuillatte 

 

LG 

Electronics Microsoft Ellos 

Generic 

Keywords Danielsson Kristenson Jurell Bellman Dratwa Lindén Ekström 

Word-of-mouth 

 

Good 

response 

 
Positive response 

  

Positive 

response 

Publicity/media 

attention 

 
Publicity 

 
Attention 

  

Media 

attention 

Buzz 

   
Buzz 

  
Buzz 
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(4) 

“Could a pop-up store make it easier for the customer to make a faster decision, (if so) how?” 

“Could a pop-up store increase the consumers trust towards the provider, (if so) how?" 

 

“Could a pop-up store contribute to the customer’s overall satisfaction, (if so) how?” 

 

 

 Sale Nordic Pressbyrån 

Fleur du Cap/Nicolas 

Feuillatte 

 

LG 

Electronics Microsoft Ellos 

Generic 

Keywords Danielsson Kristenson Jurell Bellman Dratwa Lindén Ekström 

More 

information 

More product 

Information 

and knowledge 

   

Increased 

knowledge 

about 

product/brand 

Exclusive 

information 

 

Product 

interaction 

See and touch 

products 

  

Taste the product 

Try and 

evaluate 

products 

See and touch 

products 

Touch 

and feel 

products 

Interaction 

with sales 

representatives  

Almost like a 

"real store" 

   

More 

trustworthy  

information 

Trust by 

knowing people 

behind the brand 

Skilled 

crew 

working 
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(5) 

 

 “Could a pop-up store deliver a unique shopping experience, if so how?” 

 

 Sale Nordic Pressbyrån 

Fleur du Cap/Nicolas 

Feuillatte 

 

LG 

Electronics Microsoft Ellos 

Generic 

Keywords Danielsson Kristenson Jurell Bellman Dratwa Lindén Ekström 

Different/ fun 

and exciting 

Experience 

Experiential 

environment 

More than a 

traditional  

store 

experience 

Exciting, fun, 

playful Fun and exciting 

   
Unexpected 

place 

Unexpected 

places 

unexpected 

places 

  

Unexpected/ 

different 

place 

Show up 

unexpected 

 
Surprising  

Surprise   

effect 

Surprise  

effect 

  

Surprise 

effect 

   Presence  

 Availability 

 Availability 

      

Social 

   

Share the 

experience 

 

”Social feeling”  

    

 

(1) In the first matrix, we can see the most prominent intentions with using a pop-up store 

concept. This result also indicates that there are many different opportunities with 

having a pop-up store since there can be so many different intentions behind it. To be 

present and closer to customers followed by  the willingness to create awareness are 

the absolutely most common intentions mentioned by the respondents.  

(2) In the second matrix, when it comes to opportunities/advantages with a pop-up 

concept, we identified several ones. More than half of all the interviewees though, 

mentioned present new products/unique products, experience the brand/product, 

examine the product and experience as opportunities/advantages with a pop-up 

concept.  

(3) What we can see in the third matrix is that the pop-up store concepts have first and 

foremost generated positive word-of- mouth  and  publicity/media attention as a result 

of good pop-up experiences and a lot of buzz between customers and people within 

the media industry. Buzz can be seen as the first step towards the other two benefits.   
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(4) It is also shown in the matrix about decision making, trust and satisfaction  that a pop-

up store enables human interaction (sales representatives), customers get more 

information about the products and can also interact with them. 

(5) The last matrix, shows that more than half of the interviewees think that a pop-up 

shopping experience is an exciting/fun experience and it shows up unexpected at 

different places. 
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5. Analysis 

Pop-up store  

Intentions 

In the theory, Niehm et al. (2007) and Kim et al. (2009), bring up several different intentions 

companies can have when setting up a pop-up concept. Some of them are; present new 

products, give extensive information about products, offer product trial and interact with 

brand representatives.  

In our study, it has shown that the companies have had many different intentions with their 

pop-up store concepts. Some of them are the same and some of them differ. The reasons for 

this is probably because of the different industries they are representing and also the products 

offered. This also show that there are a lot of opportunities with having a pop-up store. After 

analyzing the interviews the most prominent intentions are; getting closer to the customers 

(being present where the customers are) (Danielsson, 2011-05-11; Dratwa, 2011-05-12; 

Lindén, 2011-05-13, Ekström, 2011-05-16), showing up at unexpected places and surprise 

(Danielsson, 2011-05-11; Dratwa, 2011-05-12; Lindén, 2011-05-13; Ekström, 2011-05-16), 

create awareness and get publicity (Danielsson, 2011-05-11; Kristenson, 2011-05-10; Jurell, 

2011-05-09; Bellman, 2011-05-10; Ekström, 2011-05-16) and branding activity (Dratwa, 

2011-05-12; Lindén, 2011-05-13; Ekström, 2011-05-16). Other intentions have also been 

mentioned, such as the Fleur du Cap case, where their main purpose was to increase sales in 

order to stay in the original assortment of Systembolaget, but also to present the product in a 

new way (Jurell, 2011-05-09; Bellman, 2011-05-10). Both LG and Microsoft wanted to 

present new products and offer product trials, mainly to get direct feedback from people 

(Dratwa, 2011-05-12; Lindén, 2011-05-13). Danielsson (2011-05-11) and Ekström (2011-05-

16) also point out reaching new customer segments as an intention.  Some deviant answers 

regarding intentions were, being flexible and show the customers the way out to “traditional 

stores” (Danielsson, 2011-05-11). Ekström (2011-05-16) said Ellos wanted to change the 

image and Dratwa (2011-05-12) mentioned creating a “buzz” as an intention as well.  

Results 

According to the theory about pop-up stores, Niehm et al. (2007) and Kim et al. (2009), point 

out that a pop-up store can lead to early awareness about new products/brands and facilitate a 

consumer’s decision making (people get the opportunity to try products and evaluate them, 

which can lead to faster and easier buying decisions and increase the sales). Niehm et al. 
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(2007) also suggest that, by meeting the customers’ expectations/demands of a unique 

shopping experience, service and product novelty through the usage of a pop-up store, will 

result in greater opportunities to influence the long-term attitudes/intentions and customer 

loyalty. 

First of all, the theory about pop-up stores does not write anything about what a pop-up 

concept has resulted in. Therefore we have interpreted what is written and instead focused on 

what it can result in. The lack of theory about the results is probably because it is still an 

emerging phenomenon and not many cases have been studied.   

In our study the following results have been found after the usage of a pop-up concept; 

positive response (WoM) (Kristenson, 2011-05-10; Bellman, 2011-05-10; Ekström, 2011-05-

16), publicity (Kristenson, 2011-05-10; Bellman, 2011-05-10; Ekström, 2011-05-16), “buzz” 

(Bellman, 2011-05-10; Ekström, 2011-05-16), brand awareness, new customer segments, 

increased sales (Bellman, 2011-05-10).   

When comparing the theory and the empirical data we can see that the companies have gotten 

a lot of positive publicity and attention which is aroused from the buzz that has been created 

among customers and media. Due to all the publicity they got, it could be assumed that the 

companies have created awareness about their products/the brand and been able to influence 

the customers attitudes/intentions and hopefully this could create customer loyalty in the long 

run. This would have been useful especially for e-businesses, since this could be a way for 

them to capture peoples’ attention and maybe be remembered next time these people are 

going to buy off the internet. This may also be a good way for e-businesses to differentiate 

their business and, as we mentioned in the beginning of the thesis, stand out in the jungle of 

information on the internet. 

Decision making process 

Chi Lin (2003) describes five stages in the decision making process; new recognition, 

information search, information evaluation, purchase decision and post-purchase evaluation. 

It is argued by Shim et al. (2000) that by making information about products easily available 

could be a competitive tool and affect sales. It is also argued by Häuble & Trifts (2000) that 

all the information/alternatives on the internet make it harder for people to evaluate the 

products. Otto & Chung (2001) point out the lack of human interaction as a barrier in the 

decision making and the inability to see and touch the products, since the consumers may not 

get all the information they need in order to make a purchase decision.  
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A pop-up store makes it possible for people to spontaneous stop by and interact with a brand 

or products presented. It is known that people want information/knowledge before they make 

a purchase decision. Obviously, this is what happens in a pop-up store, here people get the 

chance to speak with salespeople and even try and evaluate the products before a potential 

purchase.   

Our empirical data showed the following regarding a consumer’s decision making process; 

more information/knowledge about products/brands (Danielsson, 2011-05-11; Dratwa, 

2011-05-12; Lindén, 2011-05-13), more interaction with sales representatives (Dratwa, 

2011-05-12; Lindén, 2011-05-13; Bellman, 2011-05-10), product interaction (Bellman, 

2011-05-10; Lindén, 2011-05-13) less alternatives (more focus on the products offered) 

(Bellman, 2011-05-10). 

The results from the empirical investigation show that a pop-up store support at least two of 

the stages in the decisions making process, information search and information evaluation. 

Could it be more? Since most people that visit a pop-up store do it impulsively maybe new 

recognitions of needs can be brought up as well? The biggest advantages with a pop-up store 

for an e-business, in order to make a decision making process easier for a customer, would 

probably be the human interaction and the ability to actually see, touch and try the products.  

Trust 

It is argued by Ha & Stoel (2008); Palvia (2009) and Weisberg (2011) that trust is more 

critical in an online context according to the inability to see and touch products and the face-

to-face interactions. Further Warrington et al. (2000) says that it is hard to build long-term 

relationships because of the previous mentioned critical factors. Gefen & Straub (2004) argue 

that one way of developing trust is through developing a method that increases social 

presence. Our empirical data showed that the biggest limitation with an e-business are the lack 

of human interaction, the inability to see and touch products and get the right product 

information (Danielsson, 2011-05-11; Kristenson, 2011-05-10; Dratwa, 2011-05-12; Lindén, 

2011-05-13). 

Beatty et al. (1996) also add extensive product knowledge, availability and willingness to 

fulfill customers’ needs in the development of trust.  Perceived risk is seen as an antecedent to 

trust and Liebermann & Stashevsky (2002) and Korgaonkar & Karson (2007) argue that two 

main perceived risk components are privacy and security. People are worried about giving up 
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their social security number and concerned about their credit card being misused (Libermann 

& Stashevsky, 2002).  

According to our study a pop-up store could enable customers to physically interact with 

products/brands  meet sales representatives/experts and exchange valuable information. 

This might indicate that the trustworthiness increases and less perceived risk concerning 

privacy and security (Kristenson, 2011-05-10; Jurell, 2011-05-09; Bellman, 2011-05-10; 

Dratwa, 2011-05-12; Lindén, 2011-05-13; Ekström, 2011-05-16). 

Lindén (2011-05-13) thinks that by having a physical store like a pop-up store you increase 

the ability to build trust and loyalty among customers. It is according to him easier to have a 

relationship with something physical. 

Experience 

According to Johnston & Kong (2011) a good shopping experience can affect customer 

satisfaction, deliver customer loyalty and increase trust. In the theory, experiential value is 

commonly mentioned. Mathwick et al. (2001) argue that if a company offers multiple 

channels they also offer different kinds of value to the customers. Important factors that 

contribute to this value are; personalized service and a shopping experience. 

Due to the fact that multiple channels could mean that different kinds of value could be 

created for customers, a pure e-business should maybe think of offering more than just online 

sales. A pop-up store, with its temporary existence, could be a different sales channel and is 

not meant to last for a long time like most other physical stores.  

Our empirical investigation showed few similar factors with the theory that could affect a 

shopping experience. The service and having the right people working are mentioned as 

important when it comes to the delivery of a good shopping experience (Kristenson, 2011-05-

10; Bellman, 2011-05-10; Jurell, 2011-05-09; Lindén, 2011-05-13). When it comes to the 

delivery of experiential value, the shopping experience itself plays the biggest role. From the 

interviews we have been able to identify the following descriptions of a pop-up store 

shopping experience; a unique shopping experience (Danielsson, 2011-05-11), fun, exciting 

and playful (Jurell, 2011-05-09;Bellman, 2011-05-10) customers get more out of a pop-up 

store experience than a “traditional one” (Kristensson, 2011-05-10), “surprise effect” and 

“wow experience”(Dratwa, 2011-05-12). Previous descriptions of a pop-up store shopping 

experience have been very positively explained. A pop-up store may deliver a different type 
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of service or better, since the employees are only working for a limited time in this 

environment and feel more engaged in their work.  

Satisfaction 

According to Chi Lin, (2003) a satisfied customer is someone that got more than he or she 

expected. Kim et al. (2011) mean that an e-business has to keep two things in mind, if they 

want to survive the competition on the internet. These two things are; the importance of 

understanding your customers and provide what these customers need.  

Pop-up stores shows up unexpected and often at popular places where many people pass by. 

That could in a way be seen as customers get more than they expected. After the interviews 

we could see that the companies perceived their customers to be more satisfied than usual 

after visiting their pop-up store. Kristenson (2011-05-10) thinks the reason for this is because 

they showed up at places where their customers were and could offer a full range of products 

just like a “traditional” Pressbyrån. Once again the availability of a pop-up store is a key 

factor when satisfying the customers. Bellman (2011-05-10) thinks the reason behind more 

satisfied pop-up store customers are, the employees working and the exciting/energetic 

environment. Just like we mentioned earlier, engaged employees deliver better service and 

make more people satisfied. This indicates that the if extensive service can be given in a pop-

up store, customers satisfaction will increase.  

Advantages/opportunities with a pop-up store 

According to Chi Lin (2003) is the lack of physical and human interaction a problem for 

online companies. Further Otto and Chung (2001) argue that the inability to touch and feel the 

product offered complicates the evaluation process for the customers, which can give a 

physical store the opportunity to do the sale instead.  On the internet there is no face-to-face 

contact with sales representatives and the communication will be entirely based on electronic 

information exchange. This could lead to misunderstandings since both parties are missing out 

on things like voice pitch and body language (Otto & Chung, 2001). Danielsson (2011-05-11) 

Kristenson (2011-05-10) also argue that one of the biggest limitations that exists with e-

businesses is the lack of physical interaction since it can affect the sales negatively due to the 

fact that 90 percent of the sales talk is associated with body language and 10 percent with 

what is said.  This goes hand in hand with the limitations regarding communication that Chi 

Lin (2003) and Cox & Dale (2001) argue exist with online sales (one way communication, 

web site to consumer). 
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The empirical study indicate that a pop-up store enables customers to physically interact with 

products/brands and sales representatives/experts and exchange information. Respondents 

also mentioned Product trial as a significant advantage with having a pop-up store since the 

direct interaction allows the customers to see, touch, try and evaluate the products offered 

(Danielsson, 2011-05-11; Bellman, 2011-05-10; Lindén, 2011-05-13).  Further it is also said 

that it is almost like a “real store”, it can offer the same payment methods and basically the 

original assortment. (Danielsson, 2011-05-11; Kristenson, 2011). Kristenson (2011-05-10) 

comment that pop-up store could be a good complement to an e-business and be used as a 

show room, where companies more easily can show who they are and what they are doing. 

When it comes to advantages and opportunities with a pop-up concept, Niehm et al. (2007) 

and Kim et al. (2009), point out four main characteristics; product novelty/uniqueness, 

facilitator of purchase decision, product trial and unique experiences. These three 

characteristics involve the following; customers get the chance to directly interact with 

brands/products, communicate with experts/brand representatives (gather information) and be 

a part of the retail experience.  

The characteristics are also mentioned by the respondents as advantages and opportunities 

with having a pop-up store. Danielsson (2011-05-11), Bellman (2011-05-10), Ekström (2011-

05-16) and Kristenson (2011-05-10) describe the ability to create an unique shopping 

experience as a great advantage/opportunity, they mention the exclusivity, “surprise effect” 

and the premium feeling you can get as important factors. The respondents also argue that a 

pop-up store can help give extensive information/knowledge and “educate” the customers 

about their new and unique products, due to the fact that customers can exchange 

information direct with experts and brand representatives (Jurell, 2011-05-09; Dratwa, 2011-

05-12; Linden, 2011-05-13).  

This might indicate that a pop up store could give extensive opportunities to communicate and 

interact with customers in a beneficial way. It can also offer a more physical shopping 

experience where products and brands can be touched, tried and evaluated and sales 

representatives can  use more than “words” in order to sell products.  

Chi Lin (2003) and Cox & Dale (2001) describe the overload of alternatives as a problem for 

online based companies. It is hard to capture the visitors’ attention because of all the options 

offered on the internet. Häuble & Trifts (2000) also argue that the enormous amount of 

alternatives offered on the internet complicates the purchase decision making for the 
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customer. Shim et al. (2000) further point out that making information easily available is a 

competitive tool that can affect sales directly.   

Bellman (2011-05-10), Dratwa (2011-05-12) and Ekström (2011-05-16) mention that a pop-

up concept can be a tool to catch peoples’ attention and to help promote products/brands. 

Ekström (2011-05-16) describes their pop-up store as a tool to extend their promotion mix 

and attract people in a new way.  It is also argued that a pop-up store enables companies to 

reach new customer segments since they show up unexpected and people that normally not 

visit their store get curious and want to explore the concept (Danielsson, 2011-05-11; Lindén, 

2011-05-13). 

In light of this, a pop-up store might be an optional tool for online based companies to 

differentiate, develop and extend their promotion mix, get attention among new customer 

segments and surprise them by being available at a time and place the customers did not 

expect them to be. Bellman (2011-05-10) also thinks that a pop-up store can create a push 

towards sales due to the limited existence (you can buy now, but not later).  

According to this, it can be assumed that a pop-up store can be used to stand out in high 

competition and create a competitive advantage. It can help in the launch of new products that 

needs to be tested on consumers since companies can get direct response and feedback. A 

pop-up store could also be seen as a cost efficient and unique concept that can bring up 

unexpected customer needs by suddenly pop up at places where consumers do not expect and 

push towards sales with its limited existence.  

 

Lindén (2011-05-13) thinks that by having a physical store, like a pop-up store, you increase 

the ability to build trust and loyalty among customers. It is according to him easier to have a 

relationship with something physical. In addition, he also state that a pop-up store is a great 

opportunity for so called “day-one-sale”, you buy the product and get to take it home 

immediately. This also indicates that a pop-up store might be a solution for online based 

companies when it comes to gain trust and build customer loyalty on the internet which is 

according to Corbitt et al. (2003), Ha & Stoel (2008), Jing & Ying (2010), Palvia (2009) and 

Weisberg et al. (2010) a major challenge. Especially since Warrington et al. (2000) say that it 

is hard to be trusted due to the absence of a sales person, the physical separation between 

buyer and seller, which in turns makes it hard to develop sustainable relationships. According 

to Palvia (2009) could positive word-of-mouth be seen as a result of customer loyalty since 
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online shoppers can recommend others to use the same web site.  It is said by Kristenson 

(2011-05-10), Bellman (2011-05-10) and Ekström (2011-05-16) that their pop-up store 

concepts has given a lot of positive feedback and word-of-mouth. Ekström (2011-05-16) 

describes how the interaction and discussion about Ellos among customers on the internet 

increased tremendously after they had put up their pop-up store. Based on this, it can be 

assumed that the respondents pop-up stores also have helped increased their customer loyalty 

due to the customers’ willingness to talk about the brands/products with other people.  

6. Conclusion 
As already mentioned an e-business is located on the internet where the competition is very 

high, with the low entry barriers almost anyone can start an e-business. This makes it hard to 

stand out and reach potential customers (communicate and capture visitors’ attention). In the 

same time there are limited abilities to interact with customers (lack of human interaction) 

which affects customers trust towards the provider and makes it hard for customers to make a 

decision since there are limited ways to evaluate products. All this also affects the shopping 

experience negatively which in turns affect customers satisfaction and loyalty level. 

After doing this study we have come up with the following conclusions, but first we would 

like to remind the reader about our research question: 

 

How could a pop-up store, as a complementary tool, help an e-business to 

overcome identified limitations which are; the lack of human interaction, the 

communication and the capturing of visitors’ attention? 

 

The first limitation with an e-business, the lack of human interaction, could be overcome with 

a pop-up store. Sales representatives and experts are available in the pop-up store, which 

could increase the trustworthiness that otherwise would be seen as a problem with an e-

business. Since a pop-up store makes it possible for people to spontaneous stop by and 

interact with a brand/products presented and salespeople, the concept responds to peoples 

need of evaluating the product by physically seeing and touching them before making a 

purchase decision and getting the help and service needed. This is not possible in an online 

environment. It is also mentioned that the extensive service that can be given in a pop-up store 

might lead to an overall greater shopping experience which in turns increase customers 

satisfaction.   
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The second limitation, the communication, would be different since customers get to 

physically meet the people behind the company. It would be more like a dialogue, since 

customers and the salespeople get to interact and exchange valuable information about both 

the products and the company, which in turn creates a foundation for greater trust among 

customers, faster buying decisions and finally increased customer loyalty.   

The third limitation, the capturing of visitors’ attention, could also be tackled with the help of 

a pop-up store. A pop-up store shows up unexpected at places where a lot of people pass by 

and a surprise effect will be experienced. Therefore a pop-up store can be used as a tool to 

promote products and brands in a unique and experiential way and help online companies to 

differentiate themselves and escape the tough competition online. It could also enables 

companies to affect customers at an early stage in their decision making process and 

overwhelm them with an extraordinary experience. 
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7. Suggestions concerning an implementation of a pop-up 

concept 
 

A pop-up store concept could be a complementary tool to strengthen the limitations but some 

considerations have to be made. We suggest that an e-business that want to try this concept as 

a tool should consider  the following points as a guide for making the implementation 

successful :  

 It is important to offer something extraordinary in form of an experience or event.  

 Be at the right place, at the right time, with the right product/offer. 

 A pop-up store is cost efficient if it is used more than once, therefore think about how 

long it is supposed to last (consistency).  

 Think long term. A pop-up store concept is a long term project that should aim to 

support the existing store/business. To sell on the spot is a secondary objective.  

 Surprise and exceed customers’ expectations. 

 Extreme service and knowledge shall be given in the shop, encourage your employees. 

 Limit your customer’s choice. If you have a product that is unique and complex in 

which the customer may need to be instructed and “educated” to understand the 

benefits of the product, put the focus on only that product.  

 Do not forget that it is all about ”here today, gone tomorrow”, keep the existence 

limited. 

 Decide which pop-up store concept that fits you the best. Is it important to be mobile 

with a module or would it be more efficient to have a shop-in-shop or use a vacant 

store/empty space . 
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8. Limitations  

 
The main limitation with this investigation is the fact that we did not get the opportunity to 

interview customers that have visit the pop-up stores created by the companies, since this 

would have strengthen the trustworthiness of the responds given by the companies. Our first 

intention was to conduct a focus group consisting of people that had been in contact with a 

pop-up store and investigate their attitude towards the concept.  This was however not 

possible due to the limited time and our inability to find and get in contact with these 

customers.   

9. Suggestion for further research 
 

This study aimed to describe the new phenomenon pop-up store and investigate if it could be 

a complementary tool for online based companies to help tackling limitations that occur with 

e-businesses. This study is mainly done from a corporation perspective where the respondents 

in the interviews have answered the questions from a business perspective and from their own 

experience when it comes to pop-up store concepts. Therefore it would be interesting to 

further investigate, in connection to this study, how customers have perceived the concepts 

and if they think that a pop-up store could increase their knowledge about an online based 

company and enhance their willingness to purchase through the web.  

 

Further investigations could also be done on e-businesses and how online based companies 

can extend their communication and marketing tools. We think that much effort have been put 

in to develop all the activities online, in forms of better-designed web pages, improved 

product search methods, having special aid that support consumers online but little have been 

explored about how to use offline methods to improve the online sales.  

Everyone can start an online business which makes the competition on the internet enormous. 

Somehow companies must find ways to break through this tough competition and not just 

communicate and marketing themselves through the same channels as everyone else. Other 

tools and channels for marketing and communication would be interesting to investigate in 

order to open up new opportunities for online based companies.  
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Appendix 1 
 

Interview Guide 

 

 

- Describe the concept that have been used 

- Why did you decide to set up a pop-up store, what were your intentions?  

- What advantages and opportunities have you identified with using a pop-up store? 

- What has the pop-up store generated in terms of reputation, brand awareness, 

revenues?  

- Did you experience that your concept facilitated the purchase for your customer? If 

so, how? 

- What is your overall perception of the ability of a pop-up store to make the purchase 

decision easier for the customer?  

- Did you experience that the you reached new customers with the pop-up store?  

- Have you experienced that customers are more confident and less suspicious when 

buying from you since the pop-up store? 

- Are they more willing to buy again and/or try new products/services?  

-  Do you feel that the pop-up store have strengthened or improved the relationship 

between the company and the customers? If so, how? 

- In what way and to what extent do you believe that this concept might/have/can 

enhance your abilities to gain long term relationships with your customers?    

- What is your view of a shopping experience?  

- How is a pop-up store experience different from a “traditional” shopping experience? 

- Do you think that a shopping experience can affect customer loyalty? Why? And if so, 

how?  

- Do you believe that your customers were more satisfied than usual? If so, why? 

- How would you describe a satisfied customer? 

- What factors or circumstances do you think has the biggest impact on customer 

satisfaction? 

- Have you been able to influence those things with the pop-up store to gain customer 

satisfaction? 

 

 Mention three problems with only offer online sales  

 Mention three reasons why a pop-up store can be a complement to an e-business  
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Appendix 2. 

 

Summary of empirical keywords 

 

Question : “Why did the company set up a pop-up store and what intentions did they have?” 

 

 

Sale Nordic Pressbyrån 

Fleur du Cap/Nicolas 

Feuillatte 
LG Electronics 

 

Microsoft Ellos 

Generic 

Keywords Danielsson Kristenson Jurell Bellman Dratwa Lindén Ekström 

Presence Presence 

Closer to 

customers 

  

Closer to the 

customer 

Closer to 

customers Meet customers 

Unexpected 

place 

Unexpected 

places 

   

Unexpected 

place/surprise 

Unexpected 

place Different sphere 

Awareness 

Create 

awareness Publicity 

Awareness 

 

Awareness 

 

  

Media attention/ 

awareness 

Reach new 

segments New segments 

     

Reach out to new 

customers 

Odd comment 

  

Present 

product 

    

Increase sales 

  

Increase sales 

Increase 

sales 

   Branding 

activity 

    

Branding activity 

Brand 

awareness 

Brand/product 

awareness 

Try new 

product 

    

New product trial/ 

feedback 

Product 

feedback 

  

 Odd Comments: Present Product, Buzz, Change Image, 

Flexibility, Flexibility 
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Question: “What opportunities and advantages have been identified by the use of a pop-up 

store concept?” 

 

  Sale Nordic Pressbyrån 

Fleur du Cap/Nicolas 

Feuillatte LG Electronics 

 

Microsoft Ellos 

Generic Keywords Danielsson Kristenson Jurell Bellman Dratwa Lindén Ekström 

Present new/unique 

products 

Presenting 

new/unique 

products 

"Show 

room" 

  

New products/get 

direct feedback 

"Display 

window" 

 
Experience the 

product/brand 

Experience/try the 

product 

  

Experience 

the brand 

Increase 

product/brand 

awareness 

Try the 

product 

 
Information/ 

knowledge 

Give information/ 

knowledge 

 

Extensive 

product 

information 

  

Give 

information 

from experts 

 

Availability 

availability/ 

flexibility 

The 

availability 

     
Physical store 

Almost like a "real 

store" 

     

Have a physical 

store 

Examine the  

product 

See and touch 

products 

  

Taste the 

product 

See and touch the 

product 

see and touch 

the product 

Touch and feel 

products 

Experience 

Unique shopping 

experience 

Surprise 

effect 

 

Fun 

/exciting 

experience 

Surprise  "Wow 

experience" 

 

Surprising 

element 

Promotion 

   

Create an 

event 

Catch people´s 

attention 

 

Extend their 

promotion mix 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Odd Comments: Meet customers, Social/personal meeting No 

subsidiaries involved, Less competition, Meet new consumer 

segments, Bring up needs, Push towards sales, Build trust and 

loyalty, Offers "day-one-sale“, Cost efficient 
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 Question: “ What does the company think that the pop-up store has generated?” 

 

 Sale Nordic Pressbyrån 

Fleur du Cap/Nicolas 

Feuillatte 

 

LG 

Electronics Microsoft Ellos 

Generic 

Keywords Danielsson Kristenson Jurell Bellman Dratwa Lindén Ekström 

Word-of-mouth 

 

Good 

response 

 
Positive response 

  

Positive 

response 

Publicity/media 

attention 

 
Publicity 

 
Attention 

  

Media 

attention 

Buzz 

   
Buzz 

  
Buzz 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Odd Comments: Increased brand awareness, increased sales, 

new customer segments were reached 
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Question: “Could a pop-up store make it easier for the customer to make a faster decision, if 

so how?” (“Could a pop-up store increase the consumers  trust towards the provider, if so 

how?", “Could a pop-up store contribute to the  customer’s overall satisfaction?”) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Sale Nordic Pressbyrån 

Fleur du Cap/Nicolas 

Feuillatte 

 

LG 

Electronics Microsoft Ellos 

Generic 

Keywords Danielsson Kristenson Jurell Bellman Dratwa Lindén Ekström 

More 

information 

More product 

Information 

and knowledge 

   

Increased 

knowledge 

about 

product/brand 

Exclusive 

information 

 
Product 

interaction 

Unexpected 

places 

unexpected 

places 

  

Try and 

evaluate 

products 

See and touch 

products 

 Interaction 

with sales 

representatives  

Surprise   

effect 

Surprise  

effect 

  

More 

trustworthy  

information 

Trust by 

knowing people 

behind the brand 

Skilled 

crew 

working 

  

Odd Comments: Only one product/ less alternatives easier to 

chose  
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Question: “Could a pop-up store deliver a unique shopping experience, if so how?” 

 

 Sale Nordic Pressbyrån 

Fleur du Cap/Nicolas 

Feuillatte 

 

LG 

Electronics Microsoft Ellos 

Generic 

Keywords Danielsson Kristenson Jurell Bellman Dratwa Lindén Ekström 

Different/ fun 

and exciting 

Experience 

Experiential 

environment 

More than a 

traditional  

store 

experience 

Exciting, fun, 

playful Fun and exciting 

   
Unexpected 

place 

Unexpected 

places 

unexpected 

places 

  

Unexpected/ 

different 

place 

Show up 

unexpected 

 
Surprising  

Surprise   

effect 

Surprise  

effect 

  

Surprise 

effect 

   Presence  

 Availability 

Availability 

      

Social 

   

Share the 

experience 

 

”Social feeling”  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Odd Comments: Exceeds customers’ expectations, Direct 

Sensory marketing, Extensive service 

 

 

Extensive 
service 

 

Extensive 
service 

 

  

, Buzz, Change Image, Flexibility, Flexibility 
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So, what is now said about pop-up 

stores?! 

 

“It has to be experienced” – Fredrik Danielsson, Sale Nordic 

 

 “Trying is believing” – Max Bellman, MS&L 

 

“A unique shopping experience” – Fredrik Danielsson, Sale Nordic 

 

“It is a wow experience” – Leo Dratwa, LG Electronics 

 

“We got a lot of media attention” – Mathias Ekström, Ellos 

 

“The customers were more satisfied than usual” – Mariette 

Kristenson, Pressbyrån 

 

“A surprise effect” – Leo Dratwa, LG Electronics 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Linnaeus University – a firm focus on quality and competence 
 
On 1 January 2010 Växjö University and the University of Kalmar merged to form Linnaeus University. This  

new university is the product of a will to improve the quality, enhance the appeal and boost the development 

potential of teaching and research, at the same time as it plays a prominent role in working closely together with 

local society. Linnaeus University offers an attractive knowledge environment characterised by high quality and  

a competitive portfolio of skills. 

 

Linnaeus University is a modern, international university with the emphasis on the desire for knowledge, creative 

thinking and practical innovations. For us, the focus is on proximity to our students, but also on the world around 

us and the future ahead. 
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